
VENDOR 
INSPECTIONS
AND EXPEDITING
SERVICES

Making sure suppliers continually provide goods and services in line with your quality specifications 
and regulatory requirements can be challenging. Complex networks made up of international partners 
working in diverse jurisdictions must be managed carefully to effectively protect your business. DEKRA 
provides the vendor inspections and expediting services you need to thoroughly examine each link in 
your supply chain. We help you find your perfect match from vetted and experienced DEKRA inspectors 
pre-selected exclusively for you.

Tailored services and expert inspectors

We support worldwide projects from the oil and 
gas, chemical and petrochemical, energy, pulp 
and paper industries as well as other sectors with 
comprehensive vendor inspection services at a global 
scale. Our flexible portfolio allows you to choose a 
single service or build a bundle of services according 
to your inspection needs. DEKRA inspectors with 
extensive experience and regulatory expertise 
relevant to your industry and geographic locations 
are handpicked to help you confirm that your 
partners are authentic, effective and trustworthy. We 
present you a list of suitable inspectors from which 
you can appoint the candidate best aligned with your 
situation.

Objective, transparent inspection 
you can rely on 

Experienced DEKRA project coordinators are on hand 
at anytime, anywhere in the world to help you find 
the vendor inspection and expediting services 
that meet your requirements. After you have opted 
for a single inspection or a bundle of services, a list 
of matching inspectors will be compiled from our 
international network of experts. Upon your final 
selection, the chosen inspector will work on your 
behalf, ensuring:

 f Quick response times keeping inspection efforts 
and project timeline on course

 f Regional proximity and familiarity to ensure the 
best understanding and application of relevant 
local regulations

 f Increased confidence in verified supply chain 
quality so you can focus on your business

 f Cost-efficient inspection for added value along 
your entire supply chain

https://www.dekra.com/en/vendor-inspection-and-expediting/


DEKRA vendor inspections to confirm supplier quality and dependability

To support you in your efforts of verifying vendor claims, quality norms and regulatory reliability relevant to 
your needs, our comprehensive inspections include:

On-site examinations
Independent 2nd party 
inspection verifying all kinds 
of new-build mechanical, 
rotating, electrical and 
instrumentation equipment 
have been manufactured 
in accordance with your 
specifications as well as 
regulatory requirements.

Vendor qualification 
assessments
Determination of whether 
a supplier retains a 
documented quality system 
built on effective processes 
and provable results to 
ensure their capacity to meet 
any and all contractual quality 
requirements readiness.

Expediting services
In-depth investigation of 
manufacturing progress 
to evaluate whether a 
supplier is able to satisfy 
expectations regarding 
quality and conformity 
standards as well as meet 
appropriate packaging and 
timely delivery stipulations.



On the ground where you need us

Recognized as a world-leading provider of industrial 
vendor inspections and expediting services, DEKRA 
has built a strong global presence. Our international 
network of experienced inspectors includes vetted 
experts spanning every geographical region and 
industrial sector. We maintain a recognized list of 
inspectors specialized in comprehensive inspection 
services. DEKRA inspectors are well aware of 
established industry standards as well as the local, 
regional and international regulations affecting all 
businesses in their work area. We look forward to 
providing your perfect match for vendor inspections – 
wherever you need us. 

Why DEKRA?

Offering worldwide support with experienced vendor 
inspectors on the ground in over 60 countries and 
territories, DEKRA is able to represent your interests 

throughout intricate supply chains made up of 
international links in diverse jurisdictions. Our vendor 
inspection and expediting services team takes a 
pragmatic, solution-driven approach to save you time 
and money while helping you to ensure the effective 
management of complex global projects. The 
portfolio provides a wide range of vendor inspections 
from a single source, allowing you to easily select 
an individual or group of services according to your 
needs. We continue to serve our customers with the 
expertise they need to navigate their global business 
landscape at anytime, anywhere.

Speak with a project coordinator today to find 
your perfect match for the vendor inspections you 
need to ensure a strong and reliable supply chain!
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